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Regular readers of The Magazine of Fantasy & Science Fiction,
where he is a welcome and familiar face, need no introduction
to Charles Coleman Finlay. For those who might have missed
him in that venue, he burst onto the speculative scene in 2001
with his story “Footnotes” in F&SF, and since then he went on
to publish not just there but also in Argosy, Futurismic, On Spec,
Paradox, and Strange Horizons, along with other magazines and
in both Hartwell’s and Dozois’s Year’s Best Science Fiction an‐
nual collections. In addition, he won the 2003 John W. Camp‐
bell Award for Best New Writer and has been a finalist for the
Hugo, Nebula, and Sidewise awards.
2005 was good to Finlay, who enjoyed the debut of his first
two books last year: Wild Things, a collection of his short stories
from Subterranean Press, and his novel The Prodigal Troll,
available through Pyr. Some Fantastic caught up with him at the
beginning of what looks like an auspicious 2006 for both Finlay
and his readers.
You can find Charles Coleman Finlay’s website at
http://www.ccfinlay.com.
DA: How did Wild Things come about as a project? And
was the process of picking stories arduous for you, or a de‐
lirious delight?
CCF: The publisher at Subterranean contacted me. He’d
read some of the Kuikin and Vertir stories, liked them, and
wanted to know if there were enough for a book. There aren’t
(yet!), so then we began talking about doing a collection and
Wild Things resulted.
I had a good time picking out the stories. When we were
first putting the collection together, I hadn’t sold the novel yet,
so I wanted to include the novella “A Democracy of Trolls.”
We had just about settled on the table of contents for the book
when I got an offer for the novel and so we had to make some
changes to the line‐up. I forget what all of them were, although
I know I swapped out “For Want of a Nail” for “After the Gaud
Chrysalis,” in part because “Chrysalis” is longer.

“What’s the use of arguing about politics these days? Isn’t such a thing as politics. There’s just a choice between the ways you’re going to cave in through force of circumstances.” – John Brunner, Stand on Zanzibar

You say in your afterword to Wild Things
that The Prodigal Troll was the second of your
first three “Rich And Famous” novels. Any
chance of seeing #1 and #3?
The first novel was a 250,000‐word alternate
history about a Christian missionary sent to a Vi‐
king colony in North America. I expect to revise
that one eventually, or maybe pull out some parts
that work as standalone stories. The third novel is
an unfinished space opera that has maybe a good
novella’s worth of story in it; from time to time I
pull it out and edit it down a little bit more. It’s on
my to‐do list, sometime after finishing the Troll
sequel and the next installment in the adventures
of Maxim Nikomedes (“The Political Officer”).
You just mentioned that you’re working on
a sequel to The Prodigal Troll.
Any idea when that might see the
public light of day?
You’re asking all the hard
questions!
I promised my editor I would
finish that book for him last year,
but it ended up being a tumultu‐
ous year in my personal life and
the book got off‐track and stalled
about three‐quarters of the way
through. No matter how I tried to
force it, it just felt wrong. At the
end of last summer, I ended up
cutting over 40,000 words from it
and starting over again, putting
more emphasis on Portia’s story. It feels truer
now and I’m happier with it, and hoping to finish
it by March. That still means another year or
year‐and‐a‐half until publication. In the mean‐
time, I sold a novella excerpt from it, “Abandon
the Ruins,” to F&SF, and it will appear probably
sometime this year.
What’s the primary thing you wish you
knew when you started work on your first novel?
Ignorance is bliss. Enthusiasm is better than
knowledge when you’re starting out. I’m glad I
had lots of that. The only way to learn the rest of it
was by doing it.
Here’s what I call a self‐indulgent question,
if you’ll forgive me: a lot of folks know that you
Some Fantastic

have a background and a solid interest in his‐
tory. Have you ever considered writing more al‐
ternate history?
I definitely plan to write more alternate his‐
tory, and maybe some secret histories. I just have
other projects I’m more excited about working on
right now.
The main problem I have is that I get more in‐
terested in minor historical figures. In “We Come
Not to Praise Washington,” people saw Aaron
Burr and Alexander Hamilton and thought the
story was about them when really it was about the
slave Gabriel Prosser. But hardly anyone knows
anything about Gabriel Prosser. Some of the other
alternate history ideas I have are very similar.
How do you personally define the old and
often misunderstood idea of
“write what you know”?
Write the emotions you
know, find a way to make the
emotions true.
If a story has no heart, nothing
else matters. You can research or
imagine anything else.
You also tell us in the afore‐
mentioned afterword that you
started “writing, really seriously,
I mean, you know, writing” in
1994 after the birth of your first‐
born child. I know that some of
us started writing, say, around
the age of five and didn’t get, you
know, serious until circa age thirty. Did you do a
lot of writing before you were a serious want‐to‐
publish writer?
Sure. I wrote hundreds of poems, some per‐
formance pieces, a dozen or two short stories,
started some novels, wrote some essays, wrote
and drew some comic books, comic strips, all that
kind of stuff. In third grade, I started drawing
comic strips on the top of my spelling papers. De‐
tective Dan. He was a dog who dressed like Sher‐
lock Holmes. So even at that early age creative
work was more important to me than academics.
It took me eight years to get through my
bachelor’s degree in college. In my last year of
school, I wrote an epic poem of about six, seven
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Another “daily life” question: Any advice for
writers who are also parents of young children?
Gooooooood luck. My kids are sitting here
while I’m answering these questions, so I just
tossed this one at them. My ten‐year‐old said,
“Tell them to give up writing—it’s too hard.” My
twelve‐year‐old declined to be quoted for the pur‐
poses of this interview. So… There you have it!
I started writing seriously when my kids were
babies. My advice would be that children grow up
fast: make time to write, but don’t cheat your kids
out of time because you’ll just cheat yourself. It’s
possible to be a good parent and a good writer.
Strive for the balance that includes both but err on
the side of your kids once in a while.
Doing that, even when you have the best of in‐
tentions, is easier said than done.
Thankfully for those of us who enjoy read‐
ing whatever it is you have to write, you now
have an online journal, ccfinlay.livejournal.com,
which mixes both the personal and professional
in your life. You’ve also made yourself incredi‐
bly accessible through it and seem perfectly
happy talking to anyone who wants to talk to
you. What prompted you to start your journal?
I’m an example of that subspecies of writer,
“the extrovert.” So when my friends stopped
emailing me and started blogging, I said what the
heck and lemminged after them just so I could
stay in touch. It’s been a lot more fun than I ex‐
pected, and it’s been a great way to meet a lot of
cool people I would never have met otherwise.
And finally, is there anything at all I haven’t
covered in this interview that you’d like the good
folks reading it to know?
I currently have a weakness for cheesecake ice
cream, and particularly cheesecake ice cream
milkshakes. With just a dollop of hand‐whipped
heavy cream on top. In the dead of winter! I have
no idea what’s up with that.
Otherwise, I hope folks enjoy the books and
stop by the blog.
Thanks for your time and, though this may
go without saying but I know it’s always nice to
hear anyway, thank you for your stories!
I’m glad you like the stories. And thanks for
interviewing me—it’s been fun!

hundred lines and then scored it to be per‐
formed by four voices. (It was about the settle‐
ment of America, and dedicated to Asa Pri‐
meaux.) Somehow I persuaded three of my
friends into learning the other parts and per‐
forming it with me. Afterward, one of my his‐
tory professors said to me, “You know, only se‐
rious writers do stuff like that.” It took me four
more years to believe him.
All that time I was writing and doing things
like that, but it was haphazard, irregular. I wrote
when I was inspired, and I daydreamed about be‐
ing a professional writer, but I never did the seri‐
ous stuff—submitting, committing to improve‐
ment, working consistently instead of waiting for
inspiration—that I needed to do reach the next
level. I made the decision to do that around the
time I was thirty, after my kids were born, and it
changed everything.
What do you like to read? Are there any par‐
ticular authors (in or out of the genre) you con‐
sider your “mentors”?
Edgar Rice Burroughs and J.R.R. Tolkien were
early inspirations, and Lois McMaster Bujold was
a direct influence on my decision to start writing sf
again. The fingerprints of all three of those writers
can be seen on my work I suspect. Outside the
genre, Dashiell Hammett, John Le Carre, and Pat‐
rick O’Brian all employ narrative techniques that
make my jaw drop.
There is a lot of writing advice out there
about technique, marketing, and so on, but not
so much about writing within daily life.
You’ve mentioned now and again that once
upon a time, your family was rather less than
supportive of your writing. This is unfortu‐
nately common—in some cases, the writer’s
family is downright discouraging or even hos‐
tile. Do you have any advice you might offer
someone facing resistance on the family (or
friends) front?
Persuade them that it’s important to you and
you need their support. Be willing to support
them in the things that are important to them too.
If that doesn’t work, and writing matters to you,
find other people who do understand and who
will encourage you.
Some Fantastic
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Book Reviews: Charles Coleman Finlay’s
Wild Things and The Prodigal Troll
by Danny Adams
anthology, Wild Things, published in October of
Less than five years after his first story sale, to
2005 by Subterranean Press.
The Magazine of Fantasy & Science Fiction, it’s unlikely
This book is all the evidence you need that
that most speculative fiction readers have not heard
Finlay feels at home portraying a wide range of
of Charles Coleman Finlay. He’s a regular contribu‐
tor to F&SF these days, has appeared in numerous
characters, settings, and atmospheres, though
other magazines as well, won the Campbell Award
many share more prominent jagged edges: from
the stark life of a space miner in two of his stories,
for Best New Writer, and has been a finalist for the
to a harsh journey in Finlay’s traditional fantasy
genres’ other top prizes as well. Despite all that,
“After the Gaud Chrysalis,” to a familiar but bleak
Finlay is a hard man to pin down.
alternate Philadelphia (and America) as viewed by
For some writers, especially so soon out of the
a runaway slave in “We Come Not
gate, this could be a weakness.
With such a wide variety of sto‐
To Praise Washington.” Despite his
telling us in the book’s afterword
ries—and one could almost say a
that he once never seriously con‐
wide variety of writing styles pour‐
sidered writing short stories,
ing out of a single brain—the au‐
Finlay packs a great deal of power
thor might find it a challenge to
and energy into the small spaces
gather much of a fan base. But
the tales allow.
Finlay’s strength lives in the fact
“Wild Thing,” the first and
that no matter what voice he uses,
near‐title story in the collection,
whether the story is outlandish or
more traditional, whether his prose
concerns the exploits of two small
is stylistic or “transparent,” he al‐
(but only in height) not‐quite‐
ways provides his readers with
human creatures called Howl and
Wild Things
something we can connect to, thus
Pooka who happen into the latter
by Charles Coleman Finlay
ISBN:
1596060301
offering us a way to care about his
edge of a Faerie (or seelie, as the
Publisher: Subterranean
characters regardless of whatever
story says) war that is getting
Press; Burton, MI
situation they find themselves in.
mixed
up with mortals. With
Release date: October, 2005
$25.00, 230 pages, hardcover.
And likewise, one would be
shades of A Midsummer Night’s
hard pressed to say that Finlay has
Dream gone to war, it’s not surpris‐
ing the tale gets a little surreal at
yet developed a specific “voice”—
times. But it doesn’t go out of its way to be surreal,
that elusive phantom so many writers struggle
and thus you never totally lose the thread of the
with, that signal telling a reader he’s found a par‐
story, even when Howl and Pooka aren’t quite
ticular author without needing to see the author’s
certain what is going on. (And I personally like the
name in the byline. As time goes on Finlay is
growing into one of those rare creatures where his
title “Ephemera of Most Everlasting Importance.”)
One thing Finlay does well is stark. In his
voice is not found necessarily in the prose itself,
back‐to‐back stories “The Frontier Archipelago”
but in the feeling it leaves you with afterward, the
and “The Seal Hunter,” we follow pieces of the life
mood it creates, and the things you might glimpse
of a fellow named Broadnax who “mines” aster‐
from time to time in jagged edges of your periph‐
oids for any precious commodity, be it hydrogen
eral vision if you’re paying close attention.
This has never been more apparent than now,
or a rare form of food. The stories are stark be‐
cause Broadnax’s life is stark, lit only now and
when fourteen of his best stories (more if you get
again by some rare highlights of human company
the special edition) have been collected in his first
Some Fantastic
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or surprising discoveries among the asteroids.
Look to “The Political Officer” for another (also
science fiction) take on future stark.
“Footnotes” has one of the most unique for‐
mats I’ve ever seen in a story: prose ala footnotes,
with a devastating poem at the end. Once again,
Finlay + low wordage = power.
“After the Guad Chrysalis” is a more tradi‐
tional fantasy tale but packs as much into thirty‐
odd pages as Robert Jordan will in hundreds. One
of the main characters, Elizah, has renounced vio‐
lence and become a nun, but is forced back into
action because she managed to survive and return
from a lethal place where the other characters,
Kuikin and Vertir, need to travel. There is magic
afoot, there is a harsh journey, and there is a quest,
of sorts, but their quest isn’t for a magical item,
and the foe they will face is far more hideous than
they realize. When they find who—or what—they
are looking for, Finlay’s descriptions make you
feel as if you’re being covered in an itching ooze.
In “The Factwhore Proposition,” Finlay pre‐
sents us with a possible near‐future type of em‐
ployment that the Information Age will bring
about—and a way that it could be wiped out
nearly as quickly as it arrived. In the meantime,
our computer‐bound protagonist gets out and
about searching for a rival stealing his business
and gets a harsh reminder that communication in
the flesh isn’t always as easy as it can be through a
keyboard. And that personal communication can
be much nicer.
I’ve left out descriptions of some of the best
stories, too. Just read them for yourselves.
Because of the wide variety of works in Wild
Things, chances are better than usual you’ll find a
story in here you don’t like. But chances are much
better than even that most of the stories in this
collection will be to your liking.

reviewing it. As much as I enjoy fantasy, I’ve been
burning out on some of its most traditional
themes, such as the quest for the magical item, the
quest to defeat the powerful sorcerer, or the quest
to find out what the quest is. Likewise, I’ve en‐
countered far too many books where the author
writes as if style is more important than substance
and feels the need to describe the color of every
rock strata the characters pass, yet not a single
layer of said rocks contributes an iota to the
story—and if the pace of the narrative bogs you
down like a moor after a flood, so be it. I was re‐
lieved to discover almost immediately upon start‐
ing the book—though I should have known better
after reading so many of his short stories—that
The Prodigal Troll didn’t share any of these attrib‐
utes with so many of its contemporaries.
But let me backtrack to the story itself.
There’s a war on, and a knight (in disguise)
named Yvon is helping the nursemaid Xaragitte
escape from a war overtop their heads with a
baby named Claye—a baby who, as it happens, is
a disputed heir, betrothed to another baby‐heir in
a neighboring kingdom, and who will undoubt‐
edly be killed if he is discovered by the enemy
overrunning Claye’s castle. Despite Xaragitte’s
suspicion of Yvon—and Yvon’s aspirations to
someday be Xaragitte’s husband—they manage
to work together and go to great lengths to keep
Claye safe. Yet—and I’m really not spoiling any‐
thing by saying this, as this is the point of the
book…and on the back cover—they do manage
to lose Claye in the hinterlands far from the ru‐
ined kingdom.
All is not lost, however. Claye is found
shortly afterward by a troll named Windy, who
has lost her own baby so recently she is still hold‐
ing it in her arms when her part of the story
commences. Windy instantly adopts Claye, de‐
spite protests from both her husband (Ragweed)
and her mother—not to mention much of the rest
of her dwindling tribe, who would rather Windy
have a “real” baby, a troll baby, to help replenish
their numbers. However, despite being human,
despite being so physically weak compared to
them, and despite the fact that so many of the
trolls would rather just eat him and be done with

Helping to make 2005 such a momentous year
for Finlay (along with his magazine sales and the
appearance of Wild Things,) in May Pyr released
his first novel, The Prodigal Troll.
The book is a straight‐up fantasy and I’ll ad‐
mit that I shivered a little at the first thought of
Some Fantastic
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it, Claye—now renamed Maggot by Ragweed—
trolls not only are empathetic enough for us to
manages to grow up among the trolls.
connect with them—at least with Windy—but
The Prodigal Troll tells several stories between
where they are also better “people” than many of
its covers: Claye’s coming to the trolls, his grow‐
the human characters.
ing up among them and learning their ways and
Much has been made of the book’s resem‐
language, his fights (sometimes literally) to be ac‐
blance to Rudyard Kipling (particularly The Jun‐
cepted among them… and ultimately, his need to
gle Book) and Edgar Rice Burroughs. The
find out his identity, which includes tracing back
Burroughs is certainly no coincidence, as Finlay
the path he took as an infant in Yvon’s and Xarag‐
clearly gives ERB credit as an influence (see the
itte’s care. He is the worst of Outsiders: the one
interview with Finlay in this issue). And this au‐
who never truly fits in or belongs to either society
thor wonders if the baby’s name, Claye, was a
that created him. He has to carve out his own
pun on Tarzan’s real name—John Clayton. I
think I can safely say that if you are a Kipling or
path—getting a little help here and there—and
take the best of both worlds with him while con‐
Burroughs fan you should find much to like here,
tinuously facing those who don’t
but if not, The Prodigal Troll stands
want him in either. Or, for that
apart from those earlier works
matter, alive at all.
enough so that you can note the
I mentioned above that The
similarities without having them
Prodigal Troll doesn’t share some of
interfere in your reading.
the worst attributes that have
As for the ending—I won’t
give anything away, but I will say
made me more leery in recent
years of a genre I love. To be more
there is much to like and, after a
specific, Finlay never allows the
fashion, much to frustrate. There
story to be bogged down either in
will be a sequel, however.
narrative or pacing. There is a
If Charles Coleman Finlay isn’t
definite style and voice here, but
a master of the short story form
it’s clean and clear and polished.
yet—and there’s plenty of evidence
Nothing in the story happens
to say he is—then he isn’t far from
The Prodigal Troll
without a purpose and neither the
achieving that status. It’s too early
by Charles Coleman Finlay
ISBN: 1591023327
events nor the characters them‐
to tell if he’s mastered the novel
Publisher: Pyr; Amhearst, NY
selves waste the reader’s time.
form yet, but if he keeps writing
Release date: May, 2005
Descriptions more often than
books my bets are on his side.
$15.00, 374 pages, trade
paperback.
not contribute to the narrative di‐
Keep an eye out.
rectly, and when they are more
static they set the stage briefly and then get out of
Danny Adams started seriously, you know, writing
the way. In a time when other authors seem to be
(and trying to publish) in 2004, and since then has pub‐
lished or has forthcoming about two‐dozen short stories
vying for who can write the longest novel and fill
in the most detail during the process, Finlay gives
and poems in magazines that include Abyss & Apex,
us a novel that is paced like a short story, carrying
Lone Star Stories, The Mount Zion Speculative Fic‐
his reader along a wind strong enough to make
tion Review, Mythic Delirium, Not One Of Us,
the book a fast read but not so fast that we miss
Star*Line, Strange Horizons, and Weird Tales (along
with previous issues of Some Fantastic). He is also the co‐
any of the story or the world around us.
All of the main characters are well‐
author with Philip Jose Farmer of the recently completed
drawn…including the trolls. I can’t say for certain
short novel The City Beyond Play. He lives in the Blue
whether or not there have been any books before
Ridge Mountains of Virginia with his wife Laurie and
this one that cast trolls in a sympathetic light; but
their four mean kitties. You can read his nonfiction ram‐
this is certainly the first one I’ve read where the
blings at http://madwriter.livejournal.com.
Some Fantastic
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Book Review: Carpe Demon, by Julie Kenner
by Matthew Appleton
Sometimes, I’m little jealous of those who end
up providing the ubiquitous cover blurbs found
on the cover of nearly all novels these days. It’s
not because their name is also in print for thou‐
sands to see, because I’m not that vain. Nor is it
because that means I didn’t get a crack at an ad‐
vance review copy of the book in question. In fact,
I really don’t care if no publisher ever uses any‐
thing I write in order to help promote a book.
Rather, my jealousy stems from the fact that some‐
times those blurbs perfectly encapsulate what a
book is about far better than anything else written
as jacket or cover copy—or what I can write for
that matter.
As an example of this phenomenon, look no
further than Julie Kenner’s Carpe Demon, which
prominently displays on its front cover Char‐
laine Harris’s statement, “Shows you what
would happen if Buffy got married and kept her
past a secret.”
Yep... that pretty much summarizes the plot.
Actually, I can’t say that with complete au‐
thority because I rarely watched Buffy. Well, I did
watch the original theatrical version of Buffy the
Vampire Slayer, starring Kristy Swanson, but I’m
pretty sure that’s not what Harris meant. How‐
ever, I’m pretty certain that even with my admit‐
tedly limited exposure to the television series that
the essence of Harris’s quote is dead‐on.
In Carpe Demon, Kenner introduces us to Kate
Connor, a stay‐at‐home mother of two who is
leading an otherwise uneventful life in San Diablo,
California, where she decided to live after retiring
as a demon Hunter for the Catholic Church. The
relative tranquility she’s experienced since her
retirement is suddenly shattered when a demon
recognizes her as a Hunter while she is shopping
at the local Wal‐Mart. While managing to defeat
him after he attacks her at home, Kate discovers
that he is just a part of a demonic invasion of San
Diablo, which to the best of her knowledge has
been demon‐free since she moved there.
Complicating matters, and as mentioned by
Ms. Harris, Kate purposely never told her family
Some Fantastic

about her past. Now that it literally crashed
through her kitchen window, she suddenly needs
to figure out how to both protect her family from
the supernatural threats now facing it while simul‐
taneously maintaining her secret. Making her task
all the more difficult is the fact that the Church
cannot send another Hunter to help her out; as is
the case in regards to recruitment of nuns and
priests, the number of Hunters has dropped over
the years and it’s getting progressively harder to
replace those who retire or are killed. She is on her
own in fighting this threat.
However, she is not completely alone. The
Church is able to send an alimentatore, a specialist
who assists Hunters in ascertaining threats and
finding ways to effectively combat them. They
conduct research to ascertain why a specific de‐
mon threat exists, and while they engage in very
little fighting themselves, they also possess suffi‐
cient combat skill to spar with Hunters and help
keep their skills sharp. Much to Kate’s surprise,
when she meets him for the first time she finds
that her alimentatore is none other than Judge Lar‐
son, a sitting judge who is assisting her husband

Now online…
The First Annual Some
Fantastic Reader’s Poll
Fill out our online poll at
http://www.somefantastic.com/poll.html
and help us decide how to better tailor
the content of Some Fantastic. All valid
submissions are entered into a
drawing to win one of two Kim Stanley
Robinson signed paperbacks.
Submissions must be received by
March 31, 2006, and the results will be
shared with the readers in the
April, 2006 issue.
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Stuart in his fledgling political career. Ultimately,
struck a chord. Other instances show Kate agoniz‐
with his help she ascertains that the demon that
ing over many of the same decisions that parents
attacked her was in the service of Goramesh, a
make on daily basis, such as choosing a day care
High Demon looking for the Lazarus Bones, sa‐
facility, wondering how much emotional harm
cred relics which would allow him to regain his
one causes when using one instead of staying at
body and resurrect the bodies of his demonic
home with the child, and purchasing a cell phone
army. Somehow, Goramesh has deduced that the
for a young teenager as a way of keeping tabs and
ensuring her safety.
bones now rest somewhere in San Diablo.
The tone of the novel presents another inter‐
Because it’s told completely from her perspec‐
esting aspect of Carpe Demon. In another author’s
tive, we’re constantly witnessing Kate’s thought
hands, this book could’ve been darker and much
processes as she tries to juggle the care of her family
more introspective. After all, Kate’s hidden past
with stopping the threat to San Diablo. While I’m
reasonably sure that many other mothers and wives
has thrown her life into turmoil, going so far as to
make her worry about the safety of her own chil‐
will completely relate to her—in fact, another cover
dren—a concern she never faced
blurb on the back states “ninety‐nine
in her previous life as a Hunter.
percent of the wives and moms in
However, the tone is initially
the country will identify with this
breezy and almost even flippant.
heroine”—as an involved father who
Kate, serving as narrator, fre‐
also assists with the household
chores I found some of her com‐
quently gushes about her abilities
ments a little on the smug side. For
as a supermom, and while the
sudden intrusion of her past cer‐
example, after defeating the first
tainly causes concern, she seems
demon to attack her and hiding the
to tackle the situation with much
body of its unlucky human host in
the same spirit in which she han‐
her kitchen, she makes it a point to
dles her daily duties as a stay‐at‐
note that she needed to fix the chil‐
home mom.
dren’s dinner before figuring out
Carpe Demon
by Julie Kenner
Yet, as events unfold Kate
why the attack took place, and then
ISBN: 0425202526
concludes with, “Did I have my pri‐
does begin to seriously examine
Publisher: Berkley;
orities straight, or what?” (p. 19)
her life. She realizes how much
New York, NY
Release date: June, 2005
Maybe it’s just me, but I’d be figur‐
she relied on Eric, her previous
$12.95, 360 pages, trade
ing this out while taking two min‐
partner as both Hunter and hus‐
paperback.
utes to order pizza.
band, and how much of herself
While throwing out the quips,
she has not shared with her cur‐
Kenner throws in a few nice touches that show
rent husband, Stuart, from whom she hid her
she’s a veteran of raising children. Again, from the
past and is now hiding all the details concerning
perspective of the parent of a two‐year‐old, I can
her current dilemma. In fact, she eventually real‐
confirm that she makes a spot‐on comment about
izes that the whole situation has done more than
the ability of The Wiggles to mesmerize that age
bring back memories of her past life with Eric:
group: “I gave Timmy a kiss on the cheek, got no
reaction, and realized he’d been completely mes‐
“… it also brought into sharp relief the
void in my relationship with Stuart. Eric
merized by four gyrating Australian men. If he
and I had been partners in every sense of
were fifteen, I’d worry. At twenty‐four months, I
figured we were okay.” (p. 15) Her comment
the word. He knew me form the inside
about the importance getting a toddler to take a
out, and I him. With Stuart, there were
two‐hour nap instead of a 15‐minute nap and the
shadows between us.” (p. 118)
benefits it provides for the parents as well also
Some Fantastic
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With that realization she also sees that there is
much about Stuart’s life she doesn’t know or un‐
derstand as well, which causes her to question the
strength of their marriage. In addition, as Kate pro‐
gresses in her mission to stop Goramesh, her con‐
stant need to lie to Stuart about her whereabouts
and why she’s made certain decisions regarding
the children lead to a growing sense of guilt which
only further her doubts about the quality of her
relationship with him, which she holds dear and
actually wants to preserve. Yet, that doesn’t quite
stop the super‐mom bravado–not too much later
she’s busy trying to maintain some semblance of
the life she’s known since her original retirement.
“Goramesh might have invaded San Diablo,” she
muses, “but he was going to regret it. I was Kate
Connor, demon‐hunting super‐mom, and I was
going to take him down.” (p. 154)
While Kate learns some important introspec‐
tion about her life and marriage, Kenner does a
great job of keeping the reader guessing as to who
is assisting Goramesh in his attempt to gain the
Lazarus Bones. In fact, Kate either seems to miss
many of these clues as they happen or is so unwill‐
ing to believe their significance that she subcon‐
sciously rejects their implication. For example, just
before meeting her aliamentore and discovering it’s
Judge Larson, the priest at the church she’s meet‐
ing him tells her that a stranger was looking for
her but didn’t want to enter the church because
the floors were wet. Kate indeed noted that when
she arrived, but there was another possible reason

why Judge Larson didn’t enter: those in the ser‐
vice of or possessed by demons literally cannot
tread upon ground made sacred by the relics of
saints or still wet from an application of holy wa‐
ter—in fact, many demons have a difficult enough
time just entering the vestibule of an otherwise
normal church. Then there’s her husband, who
miraculously survives an especially violent car
accident while experiencing very little injury,
starts engaging in unusual behaviors and develops
morning breath—all signs of a potential demonic
takeover. With so many misdirecting clues, it’s
easy to see why Kate doesn’t figure out who
Goramesh’s main henchman is until just before he
attacks her.
Early in the novel when she’s still trying to
make sense of why this is all happening, Kate
states, “Sometimes your old life sneaks up on you,
and even though you weren’t expecting it, you still
have to deal with it.” (p. 73) As you get older, this is
the type of thing that inevitably happens at some
point in your life. Kenner has written a wonderful
fantasy novel that examines this phenomenon in a
highly entertaining fashion. It will be interesting to
see whether California Demon, the sequel due out in
June, 2006, will display serious growth in Kate and
the other characters or just reuse them as stock
characters in an episodic series.
Matthew Appleton is the editor of Some Fantas‐
tic. Along with his wife and son, he resides with two
cats, one of which he believes is an actual demon.
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Book Review: Thud!, by Terry Pratchett
by Edna Stumpf
Sam, you understand, is a conflicted man. A
e e cummings once told us that there’s a great
universe next door. Fantasy writers have always
pragmatic street enforcer and heavy drinker, he
operated on this premise. Since the mainstreaming
has inexplicably (through whole novels‐worths of
of the field after—oh—the American publication of
tribulation) been taken up by the blue‐blooded
The Lord of the Rings, a myriad of imaginary realities
Lady Sybil Ramkin and reformed into a respect‐
have been set spinning in the imaginary aether,
able husband and father. Likewise, Ankh‐
trailing their cults like clouds of asteroid dust.
Morpork’s Machiavellian Patrician Havelock
Vetenari has recognized him as a diamond in the
J.R.R. Tolkien, J.K. Rowling, C.S. Lewis and
rough and promoted him to the point where he is
H.P. Lovecraft are household names. So are Robert
Jordan and George R.R. Martin, though possibly
forced to wear tights at official functions. Dealing
in a smaller number of households. And Terry
with diplomats and auditors is not Sam’s métier.
Pratchett is throwing gravel at the
Arming spare citizens—including
window. His promoters, myself
the auditor—and leaving supplies
included, have been doing consid‐
of skull‐busting liquor on street‐
corners are moves that define the
erable canvassing.
Vimes style.
Of all the universe drywallers,
But his headaches are far from
Pratchett the manic Brit is least
likely to be taken seriously. He’s
over (though he has himself es‐
been called Adamsian; he’s been
chewed the bottle). Affirmative
called Pythonesque. He wears
action has forced Commander
funny hats and cracks jokes. He is
Vimes to take on a vampire officer,
so prolific—well over thirty vol‐
which causes inevitable class ten‐
umes of Discworld chronicles alone
sion with Sergeant Angua, the
edging into kiddie‐lit on the right
touchy werewolf. Fortunately,
Thud!
these two female guards reach a
and maps, graphics and videos on
by Terry Pratchett
rapprochement during an evening
the left—that even his biggest fans
ISBN: 0060815221
Publisher: HarperCollins;
of drinks with funny names and
tend to take him for granted. Just
New York, NY
as we once could not conceive of
parasols. They are joined on this
Release date: Sept., 2005
life without Agatha Christie’s
girls’ night out by reticent Sergeant
$24.95, 384 pages, hardcover.
Marple and Poirot, it is now hard
Cheery Littlebottom, a dwarf who
to believe that gimlet‐eyed witch
pursues feminist principles by
Esme Weatherwax or incompetent wizard Rince‐
wearing a skirt, dwarves not generally being dis‐
tinguishable by gender. They all offer friendly ad‐
wind could cease to curry and combat hilarious
vice to Tawneee (sic), an incredibly gorgeous pole‐
trouble. That long‐suffering Sam Vimes, once chief
dancer too dumb to know why men watch her
of the woefully inadequate City Watch and now
Duke of Ankh‐Morpork and leader of highly
dancing and even dumb enough to date Corporal
trained ranks of varying species, could ever fail to
“Nobby” Nobs, who the most casual peruser of
win his next battle is just as inconceivable.
the Pratchett oeuvre knows is undatable. “Like
many other officers, Nobby was human. It was
He almost does the unbelievable in Thud!,
just that he was the only one who had to carry a
during which the historic hostility between
certificate to prove it.”
dwarves and trolls erupts into near‐riot. This is,
for Pratchett, a serious book. Maybe we should,
This tumultuous evening ends with Sally the
um, take it seriously? We’ll think about that later.
vampire getting naked, but it’s job‐related. She’s
First: the laughs.
unable to turn into a flock of bats without sacrific‐
Some Fantastic
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ing her clothes.
It’s a real temptation for a reviewer to natter
on about secondary characters—Pratchett is as
good at the decoration of throwaway paragraphs
as Charles Dickens ever was, I swear—but there
are the matters of plot, theme, etc. Sam Vimes’s
challenge of keeping dwarves and trolls from
open war is exacerbated when he learns of a mur‐
der in the dwarf sector of town, a murder dwarf‐
ish power figures would rather he not pursue.
This links up with the museum theft of a master‐
piece depicting the battle of Koom Valley, a meet‐
ing with the mysterious troll Mr. Shine, who in‐
troduces him to the world of young war‐gaming
obsessives, a sense that he is being stalked by a
spirit called from depths more dangerous than
any in dwarfish mines—called, in fact, from an
ominous reality next door. While God may not
play dice with our universe, Pratchett, having cob‐
bled together his own, does not hesitate.
Through all the challenges to this workaholic
cop—which involve moving his wife and child
into the stationhouse after a home invasion and
taking the family party plus bodyguards to inves‐
tigate what the interspecies Koom Valley donny‐
brook was actually about—Sam keeps trust with
his infant son by reading Where’s My Cow?, com‐
plete with sound effects, each evening at 6:00
sharp. This tradition also saves his life at a crucial
point. (And I should mention that Where’s My
Cow?, the companion volume to Thud!, is concur‐
rently available in bookstores.)
It turns out, as we peer under the decor, that
Pratchett is making a statement about the useless‐
ness of violence. It’s not the first time he’s done
this; Vimes once took ranking warlords into cus‐

tody for disturbing the peace, and that was before
the Patrician could be counted on for support. In
this book Sam, who I suspect is the character the
writer understands best and loves most, must bat‐
tle the violence in his own nature as well as the
violence that threatens Discian species as they
grapple with civilization. And I hope I don’t need
to point out that no matter how many dwarves,
trolls, vampires, werewolves, imps, gargoyles…
oh, screw it. They all talk cockney (except the mu‐
seum director, who’s pure Sloane Square) and
their DNA is 100 percent human.
In an era when great novelists are admittedly
thin on the ground, Terry Pratchett is a great nov‐
elist. His body of work is complex, exquisitely in‐
tegrated (Koom Valley was mentioned in Men at
Arms, and that was years ago, before Sam was
sober, knighted or married) and so rich that every
new volume sends you back to the old ones so you
can appreciate the delicate pentimento of the
jokes. All that said, this is not my favorite of his
books. There’s something a bit uncoagulated
about the plot, a shade gratuitous about the hu‐
mor, which is usually so organic. But I don’t mean
you shouldn’t read it! My advice would be to do
catch‐up with earlier Discworld adventures—all
lying about in paper in libraries or second‐hand
shops—and then nothing anyone says, no matter
how disparaging, will keep you from wanting to.
Now, if you’ll excuse me, I’m off to purchase a
copy of Where’s My Cow?.
Edna Stumpf was a regular Philadelphia Inquirer
book reviewer for over 25 years, often writing about
science fiction. She also guest‐lectured for science fic‐
tion film courses.

DVD Review: Batman Begins, Two-Disc Deluxe Edition
by Caroline-Isabelle Caron
Why do we fall, Bruce? So we can learn to pick
ourselves up again.

fallen very low, into this garish mire of Joel
Shumacher’s making, a strange mash inspired
by the 1960’s television series without any of
the latter’s wit, irony or psychotronics. Some‐
body needed to pick up the franchise again, or
it was doomed to remain rotting on the

This is a lesson director Christopher Nolan
learned well. After Tim Burton’s dark, twisted
re‐envisioning of Batman, the franchise had
Some Fantastic
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ground, lying right besides Arnold Schwar‐
zenegger’s acting capability.
Nolan went right back to the drawing board…
literally. Taking his cues from canon, he crafted a
story starring more recent, lesser‐known villains,
the Scarecrow (Cillian Murphy), Carmine Falcone
(Tom Wilkinson) and Ra’s Al‐Ghul. Nolan re‐
turned to the original comics, starting with the
very first incarnations, though without neglecting
later publications down to the 1980s, including the
hugely famous Batman: Year One by Frank Miller.
The menus and the extras only serve to under‐
score this fact. As a bonus, this two‐disk deluxe
edition also includes a 72‐page DC Comics exclu‐
sive booklet containing three Batman tales that
inspired the movie, including the 1939 premier
first Batman story. This said, while this movie is a
clear attempt to resituate the franchise in its origi‐
nal roots, it does not re‐create the comics’ appear‐
ance on the screen. Discarding all the previous
cinematic visions of the Dark Knight, Nolan
started with a blank visual slate. Only Batman’s
costume remains the same.
The result is astounding, both visually and
story‐wise. In every way, this is a new begin‐
ning for Batman. Nolan brings to the screen the
unknown story of Bruce Wayne’s (Christian
Bale) missing years: after his parent’s death and
before his taking on the cowl. We witness the
birth of Batman.
In most ways, this is a coming of age story.
Bruce Wayne, having witnessed the murder of his
parents, is a boy who could not become a man un‐
til he understood why his father had died. As the
film unfolds, we see Bruce become a man in his
own right, a man different than what he thought
he was. We also see him become Batman. These
transformations run deep. For the first third of the
movie, Bruce is in search of something. Even he
does not know if he is looking for answers, for an
understanding of evil, for himself, or for someone
to replace his father. Still, it is a mentor that finds
him, Henri Ducard (Liam Neeson), while he’s
serving a prison sentence in Bhutan. Bruce then
follows a classic quest, into the Himalayan Moun‐
tains in the search of Ra’s Al‐Ghul and the League
of Shadows. They promise him justice and venge‐
Some Fantastic

ance for all evil of the world. Training with Du‐
card is hard (and beautifully shot in Iceland), but
as Bruce physically transforms from a street
brawler into a warrior for the League, he also dis‐
covers that his wish for vengeance is actually a
hope for justice. He is angry where they are calcu‐
lating. More than in any other depiction of Batman
to date, this Bruce Wayne is first and foremost
human. His doubts and his searches were marks
of his humanity, one that Ducard, Ra’s Al‐Ghul
and the League of Shadows have lost. This human
quality runs through the movie: Bruce bleeds,
hurts and spits. Batman also fails, even if ulti‐
mately he is victorious.
From Ducard’s teachings, Bruce takes away
his tools for justice. He means to show Gotham
that their city is worth saving and to give them
hope, but can only do so by turning the tables on
the criminals. Where the League of Shadows is
willing to destroy the entire city in order to be rid
of its raffle, Batman rises to protect the innocent.
Batman aims to “turn fear against those who
would prey upon the fearful.” Bruce the boy‐man
is afraid of bats; Batman will make the criminals
share Bruce’s dread.
From whence comes the Batman. In the sec‐
ond third of the movie, we witness Bruce develop
his Batman persona. With the help of the ever
faithful Albert (Michael Caine) and Lucius Fox (a
woefully underused Morgan Freeman), Bruce de‐
velops his Batman gear, his costume, his ap‐
proach. Fox, now head of a defunct research de‐
partment in the basement of Wayne Tower, looks
over the gadgets that Bruce ‘borrows’ for his own
use. In the process, Bruce creates the Batman ar‐
mored costume. The cowl is the last addition.
Bruce puts on the face of his fear and Batman be‐
gins to spread it.
Interestingly, very few characters are who
they appear to be. Bruce becomes Batman. Ducard
is more than he appears. Crime lord Falcone isn’t
really the head of Gotham’s mafia. Doctor Jona‐
than Crane, head of Arkham, is also the Scare‐
crow. Crooked cops cover for crooked judges and
gangsters alike. Wayne Enterprises administrators
make their business in dark deals and making
weapons, far from the generous and philanthropic
12
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ideals of the company’s founder that they still give
show Batman a calling card from the Joker. Ear‐
lip service to. Only a young and still idealistic Ser‐
lier, the League of Shadows opened the gates of
geant Gordon (Gary Oldman), old reliable Albert
Arkham and set free the drug‐crazed criminals
and childhood friend Rachel Dawes (Katie
into the street of Gotham. When the prisoners are
Holmes), are true to themselves.
released, briefly visible is Mr. Zsasz, a serial killer
from the comics with tally marks scarred into his
Unlike most characters in the movie, Rachel
skin, representing each of his vic‐
Dawes doesn’t exist in the Batman
tims. Unfortunately, such trivia is
canon or any other DC Comics’s
absent from the extras. Still, what
series. She was created by Nolan
is
included compensates greatly
and Goyer specifically for this
for it.
film and it shows. Not only is
Disk One contains the movie,
Holmes’s acting as insipid as ever,
the theatrical trailer and the 2005
her character rings hollow. She is
MTV Movie Awards spoof Tank‐
a stereotypical damsel in distress
man Begins staring Jimmy Fallon.
cum love interest and is as two‐
Though those skits are usually
dimensional as it sounds. To be
funny, this one somehow falls flat,
frank, her character is not essen‐
no matter how hard Fallon tries.
tial to the plot, and only serves to
Surprisingly, the DVD does not
add a female presence in the cast.
feature
audio‐commentaries
Indeed, women are absent in this
DVD
Release
Date:
October,
(though since I hate them, I did
utterly masculine tale about fa‐
2005
not miss them much). The quality
thers and sons. Bruce’s mother
Starring: Christian Bale, Miof the movie’s dubbed French
and
Rachel’s
mother
are
chael Caine, Liam Neeson, Katie Holmes & Gary Oldman
version must be noted. Done in
glimpsed. Rachel is reactive to the
Director: Christopher Nolan
Québec, it is flawless, which is a
events around her. Her ultimate
Screenwriters: Christopher
rarity. Still, the true treasures are
role in this movie is to acknowl‐
Nolan and David S. Goyer,
found on Disk Two.
based on characters created by
edge the final transformation of
Bob Kane
This disk is crammed! The
the Bruce she knew as a child into
Rated: PG-13
menus are hidden in an original
the adult man, who has come to
Studio: Warner Home Video
animated DC Comics Batman strip
accept his family’s past, his role in
Special Features: MTV’s
“Tankman Begins: A Spoof;”
entitled “Inner Demon,” written
life and that he need not try to
Inner Demons exclusive interacby co‐screenwriter David S. Goyer.
emulate his idealized father. He
tive comic book; “The Journey
Fully available in English and in a
only needs to be himself.
Begins” featurette; “Shaping
Mind
and
Body”
featurette;
“The
very
good French translation, the
The last third of the movie
Tumbler” featurette; “Gotham
comic strip moves from page to
sees the unfolding of the League
City Rises” featurette; “Saving
page by clicking the Batman icon.
of Shadows’ plot for Gotham and
Gotham City” featurette; “Genesis
of
the
Bat”
featurette;
ConfiWords, bubbles or characters are
Batman’s first mission. As the
dential Files; theatrical trailer;
highlighted and lead to the extras.
slums of Gotham, known as the
“Cape and Cowl” featurette;
No fewer than eight featurettes
Narrows, fall into chaos due to a
character/weaponry gallery;
walk us through the movie’s crea‐
photo gallery.
psychotropic toxin released from
tion, from when Nolan and Goyer
Arkham’s basement, Batman must
met
daily in the former’s garage,
stop its spread into the entire city.
their approach to the characters (“The Journey Be‐
With the help of Gordon, he is ultimately success‐
gins,” “Path to Discovery” and “Genesis of the
ful in saving the city and the girl. The conclusion
Bat”), to Christian Dale’s physical training (“Shap‐
marks the true beginning of Batman and the fran‐
ing the Mind and Body”). “Gotham City Rises” and
chise’s villains. In the last seconds of the movie,
“Saving Gotham City” focus on the CGI and
Gordon sends a Bat‐signal of his invention to
Some Fantastic
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the previous Batmobiles, this car actually works!
And, it can get to speeds of up to a 106 miles‐per‐
hour while remaining quite stable!
The comic strip motif of the movie and menus
is followed in the other extras. It is amazing just
how much reading there is in this DVD. The “Con‐
fidential Files,” are all text. They present long, de‐
tailed, illustrated biographies of “Allies and Men‐
tors and Enemies”, as well as descriptions and
technical specs of the Hardware. They are interesting
and well done, but very linear. “Art Gallery” in‐
cludes poster art and production drawings, as this
type of extras usually do. Finally both disks also
contain DVD‐Rom extras, about which I cannot
comment because they discriminate against Macs.
All in all, this Two‐Disk Deluxe Edition of
Batman Begins is well worth the extra dollars. It is
beautiful and informative, and it wonderfully
frames a quite good movie. Though I would not
say it is as good and innovative as Tim Burton’s
original 1989 vision, Batman Begins is a great new
beginning for the franchise.

miniature work used to create a totally new view
of Gotham, as an urban center much closer to Chi‐
cago than to Tim Burton’s nourish, art deco New
York. The latter featurette also presents the mak‐
ing the numerous action scenes. “Cape and Cowl”
shows how Batman’s costume was recreated. It is
interesting how so much effort was put in a cos‐
tume that hardly differs from the one originally
worn by Michael Keaton in the first Batman film.
“The Tumbler” marks the greatest change in the
franchise: the Batmobile. Gone is the cool 1940s
black run‐away car. Gone is the 1960s winged ride
and its revved‐up daughters from the ‘80s and ‘90s
movies. Here, Batman gets himself a tank!
Indeed, most of Batman’s gear in this movie
is presented as the product of Wayne Enter‐
prises’ work in weapons development. We learn
that the administrators who take over the com‐
pany upon Bruce’s father’s murder have invested
millions in high‐tech weaponry. The Tumbler is
one of those projects. A cross between a dune
buggy and an assault vehicle, it features front
wheels with independent suspension and, of
course, missiles. The featurette informs us that
Chris Corbould and Andrew Smith, who built
the Batmobile, based their design on the hand‐
made miniature made by Nolan in his garage
(and even recreated the blobs of glue to scale).
The true surprise in all this is that, contrary to all

Caroline‐Isabelle Caron is an Assistant Professor
at the Department of History at Queen’s University in
Kingston, Ontario. Her research focuses on North
American popular culture, primarily among French‐
speakers.

DVD Review: The 4400, The Complete First Season
by Richard Fuller
ing? Possibly to connect aesthetically more with
movies and their widescreen images than with 3‐
by‐4‐sized commercial TV and its many ads.
More numbers: the pilot (plus advertisements)
played two hours with eight acts, the next four
episodes an hour long—including ads—each with
four acts. When you subtract the running time for
ads, an hour episode runs about 43 minutes.
For those 4300 folks who’ve never seen this
popular (on USA) multi‐genre show, which of
course also includes science fiction, the 4400 are
people who were apparently abducted by aliens.
In the pilot episode, after seeing the show’s title

4400.
What’s in a number? Consider the above fig‐
ure, which is the title of a show on cable TV net‐
work USA. The viewers for its second season
premiere, in June 2005, far exceeded those 4400.
An audience of 5.3 million gave USA “its highest
ratings ever.” Which means the amount of money
advertisers are charged also goes higher.
Welcome to the DVD version—with no ads,
thank heaven or outer space!—of The 4400’s first
season. This mini‐series premiered July 11, 2004,
and includes the unnamed Pilot and four titled
episodes, all of them letter‐boxed. Why letter box‐
Some Fantastic
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You’re three minutes and 47 seconds in.
Fade out and then onto an image of Kyle in
the same position, still unconscious, in a bed. On‐
screen words: “Present Day.”
I emphasize the tick‐tock because commercial
television shows are relentless about fast‐
forwarding, less so than most movies. Why? Those
advertisements determine the dashing pace and
the “cliff‐hangers” at the end of each act and espe‐
cially at the end of each episode. TV creators have
to grab you tighter by the throat than moviemak‐
ers so you won’t channel‐surf to another TV show,
which I almost always do when the seemingly
endless ads begin. Writer Alan Ball (American
Beauty, Six Feet Under) says the second act ad
break in an hour episode is the most crucial one.
You can probably figure out why.
The throat‐grabbing gimmick of The 4400’s
pilot first act is a possible comet heading toward
Earth and threatening the planet. Various coun‐
tries, including the, uh, USA, fire missiles,
which don’t do anything to that comet. Finally,
it turns into a giant glowing ball rolling toward
us (don’t sue, Indy Jones!) and those abductees
are returned as the first act ends 14 minutes and
31 seconds in. We’re just outside Seattle, Wash‐
ington. (The series is filmed in Vancouver, Brit‐
ish Columbia, Canada.)
Back to the “Present Day.” Kyle is in a hospital
bed. His father Tom Baldwin (Joel Gretsch) hovers
nearby with damp eyes and a barely contained
rage because his son’s been in a coma for three
years. While the above four disappearances are
curtain‐raisers and previews, the “Present Day”
situation and its two characters are the real begin‐
ning of the show and the main story arc of the
mini‐series:
Tom has turned into a kind of obsessive detec‐
tive, distancing his wife, to find out what hap‐
pened to his son. He’s a real detective for the De‐
partment of Homeland Security, tracking the Law
& Dis‐Order behavior of those 4400 returnees, one
of them a serial killer! O, no! The X‐Files redun‐
dant! (With 4400 possible storylines, this show
could run longer than that mega‐hit!)
Kyle is finally awakened from his coma at the
end of the third episode, called “Becoming,” by

over an outer space shot of Earth, you observe
four people disappear in the following order:
1) A little eight‐year‐old girl insists on getting
out of her parents’ car, even though it’s rain‐
ing and they can’t picnic. You hear a song
“I’m in Heaven.” (Is the series also religious?)
The following appears oncreen: “Maia March
3, 1946 Crescent City, California.” As she
wanders into woods picking flowers, you hear
“heavenly” voices humming what will be her
theme. A bright light makes her look upward.
She disappears. (Maia Rutledge is played by
precociously talented Conchita Campbell.)
You are one minute and 39 seconds into the
pilot episode.
2) Five white soldiers hover about a black sol‐
dier, a white one hitting the black man and
then tossing a strip of four photos onto the
ground. “We treated you as an equal,” the
white slugger says, “and that wasn’t good
enough for you.” In the pictures, you see the
black soldier kissing a white woman. (If you
anticipate racism as a theme, you’ll be sur‐
prised… I guess.) Onscreen: “Richard May 11,
1951 South Korea” A bright light appears and
he disappears. (Richard Tyler is played by the
resonantly restrained Mahershalahashbaz Ali.)
You’re two minutes and 24 seconds in.
3) As two men walk toward us, one says he’s
taking his wife to dinner. Other warns the res‐
taurant is expensive. Husband says he’s been
married 35 years. He goes outside to his car,
sees a bright light and looks up. Onscreen:
“Orson June 11, 1979 Tacoma, Washington”
(Orson Bailey is played by Michael Moriarty.
He and Jerry Orbach were the best actors in
Law & Order which often reruns on USA.)
You’re three minutes in.
4) Two young guys—cousins—are drinking beer
on a beach. Onscreen: “Kyle Shawn April 22,
2001 Highland Beach, Washington” Kyle men‐
tions a girl Nikki living next door to Shawn,
who says, “She’s fourteen, Kyle.” A bright
light. Shawn disappears. Kyle falls down to
our right. (Kyle Baldwin is played by Chad
Faust, Shawn Farrell by Patrick Flueger.)
Some Fantastic
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returnee cousin Shawn. (You don’t see any of the
nitely not Scully and Mulder, as some internet X‐
titles onscreen, only on the DVD menu. Why? Oh,
Files junkies claim. They track, among others, a
and there are no extras on the DVD.) By the end of
serial killer (Oops! Back to The X‐Files!) and two
the fourth episode, titled “Trial by Light,” Kyle
brothers who bomb returnees because that serial
realizes he’s not Kyle but a person from the future
killer murdered their sister.
who’s “replaced” Kyle. The confusion apparently
Relationships. The most interesting is pre‐
viewed when Diana, as the 4400 return, gazes
occurred because Kyle was supposed to be ab‐
upon Maia. She later adopts the little girl who can
ducted, not Shawn. At the end of the fifth episode,
foretell what happens to people. (But she doesn’t
called “White Light,” the “stranger” explains that
have to touch them as the guy does in The Dead
the abductees were taken by future humans to
Zone, another USA series.) They make an interest‐
prevent a catastrophe from happening on Earth.
“That’s why they’ve been altered and seeded back
ing mother/daughter coupling. Each has key lines:
Diana talks about the returnee
into the time line.” Wow! Scifi‐
criminals having a “ripple effect”
Seeded Time Travel!
and Maia foretells that someone
That seeding (don’t laugh at
who’ll make a difference is com‐
the silly/pompous dialogue) grew
ing. (See Richard and Lily below.)
hugely enough to inspire the au‐
Returnee Shawn hasn’t aged a
dience of 5.3 million viewers for
silly millimeter but Nikki Hudson
USA’s second season premiere.
(Brooke Nevin), the girl next door,
The series’ co‐creators are
Scott Peters, who worked on The
has aged three years and is now
Outer Limits, Highlander, Goose‐
attracted to Shawn, not to his once
bumps, Ghost Story and Tracker;
younger brother Danny (Kaj‐Erik
Eriksen). Shawn has awakened
and Rene Echevarria, who
his cousin Kyle and healed a burn
worked on Now and Again, Star
on
Nikki’s hand. He’s also nearly
Trek: Deep Space Nine and Star
DVD Release Date: December,
2004
killed an enraged fellow student
Trek: The Next Generation.
Starring: Joel Gretsch, Jacquewith his touch. Shawn is Good
You don’t see TV’s most popu‐
line McKenzie, Mahershalallar genre in those titles but Peters
and Evil? Well, at least bad be‐
hashbaz Ali, Laura Allen, Patrick Flueger, Chad Faust &
and Echevarria are smart enough
cause he apparently sold stolen
Conchita Campbell
to give audiences what they
concert tickets to that enraged guy
Directors: Milan Cheylov &
mostly prefer these TV days:
before being abducted. Unholy
Scott Peters
Bad/Naughty Shawn! Did the
crime. Here, then, are the gen‐
Rated: TV-PG
Studio: Paramount
Shawn‐Nikki romance and their
res/storylines that wooed those 5.3
Special Features: None
high
school
milieu
“woo”
million viewers back to the series:
younger viewers?
Crime. The always reliable
The most curious relationship is between Afri‐
and watchable Peter Coyote plays head of the Se‐
can‐American Richard and fellow abductee Lily
attle branch of Homeland Security Dennis Ryland.
As if aware of what TV watchers like, he teams
Moore (Laura Allen), a white woman. Time Travel
Odd Couple Tom Baldwin, played by often
curio: Lily is the granddaughter of another Lily,
the woman Richard was kissing in those photos
grouchy (but not with the edge the big screen usu‐
back in 1951. It gets curiouser. Lily had been im‐
ally requires) Joel Gretsch, with seductively cool,
pregnated when abducted and the implication is
laid‐back Diana Skouris, played by probably the
she was impregnated by Richard. Unborn baby
best actor in the series, Jacqueline McKenzie. An‐
power: the kid in Lily’s belly has possibly the most
other talented Australian, she also composes and
sings songs. (One of them is in the second season’s
awesome power of anyone in the series. “It” an‐
ticipates the explosion of Richard and Lily’s
last episode.) Odd Couple yes, but they are defi‐
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apartment. “It” forces wealthy abductee Jordan
Collier (Bill Campbell), who wants control of that
baby, to collapse when he touches Lily’s pregnant
stomach. Holy birth pangs! They’re the last char‐
acters seen in the final episode, driving past bow‐
ing trees. Alas, their characters are “flat,” Richard
restrained and good, Lily saintly with her blonde
hair and special eyes. They almost always kiss in
their sequences.
The creepiest relationship—an un‐relationship
really—happens when Orson (Michael Moriarty)
loses his wife and finds out his former company is
now owned by a crook. Orson goes to his rich
home, rattles the metal gate and the creep inside
shakes, rattles and rolls to death. Orson’s nose
usually bleeds when his “psychic” rage is
unleashed. When Tom and Diana track him to his
long‐ago summer home, they’re nearly “raged” to
death by Orson, who says he can’t stop it, until
Diana shoots the loony. This shivery storyline,

with a sort of geezerish Moriarty, has an edge
none of the other storylines has.
In fact, the mini‐series overall lacks an edge. If
I weren’t writing it up, I’d fast‐forward past a lot
of the high school teenager‐romance stuff, super
fast‐forward past yet another Richard‐Lily kiss,
but always hang around for the edgy Peter Coyote
and the quirky Diana‐Maia mother‐daughter spin.
The co‐creators, to use a cliché that fits their
series full of familiar stuff, seek safety in numbers:
include lots of storylines so they can fast‐forward
to the next one and viewers won’t start flicking
their remotes in quest of another galaxy. With
maybe… 44 whatevers.
Richard Fuller was Philadelphia Magazine’s
film critic for over twenty years. He was The Phila‐
delphia Inquirer’s book columnist and reviewer for
over thirty years. He also taught film and review‐
writing courses at several universities.

Bucolic Bullionism: Economics in the Wizarding World
by Wendy A F G Stengel
Presented at The Witching Hour in Salem, MA,
October 2005.

lation as to proper exchange rates, dollars or
pounds to galleons, and that’s not what is of inter‐
est here. Instead, we need to cobble together some
sort of framework to explain the wizarding econ‐
omy, and hopefully use that framework to predict
what is to come.
To define the wizard economy, we need to
look at what it is not, namely, the Muggle econ‐
omy. Muggle money is decimal‐based. There is no
gold or silver standard backing the money; often
“money” is strictly conceptual. It exists as ATM
debits, checks, or credit cards. Wizard money, on
the other hand, is exclusively based on precious
metal. There is no paper money, no mention of
credit, and all wizard‐to‐wizard transactions are
conducted through the transfer of heavy coins. As
to commerce, wizard‐Muggle transactions are ex‐
pressly forbidden.
Except, they’re not. Mrs. Weasley uses stamps,
which are legal Muggle tender. Wizards are seen
in village shops, presumably with intent to pur‐
chase Muggle goods. The Granger family is able to

Money‐grubbing, conspicuously consuming,
greedy Muggles are no surprise in the Harry
Potter novels. Muggles live in the imperfect
human world, without magic; only money can
add allure to their grotty little lives. What is
surprising is how concerned wizards are with
issues of money and wealth. When even the
poorest of wizards seems to have his most basic
needs—cleaning, cooking, fabrication—met by
magic, why is there such a clear economic dis‐
tinction between the well‐off and the impover‐
ished wizarding nobility?
To cut the “so what?” question off at the pass,
we need to look at economic issues in the wizard‐
ing world because J. K. Rowling has used eco‐
nomic trappings as a chief differentiating feature
between Muggle and wizard societies. As much as
the robes and, yes, the magic, mark the wizards, so
do the galleons and sickles. There has been specu‐
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economy, but one outside the scope of this paper),
the next best source of additional wealth is trade.
But with whom can the wizards‐on‐the‐rise trade?
With each other, for one. The Weasley twins es‐
chew government jobs to become shop keepers,
producers of consumer goods and profits.
Good bullionist wizards might well sneer,
“Profit? How distasteful.” Indeed, bullionism sur‐
vives only when it can be supported by rigorous
class structures. I do not mean to argue that Fred
and George are class warriors, far from it. (See my
Nimbus paper in Some Fantastic #3 for more on the
Weasley’s devotion to class structure.) They are
not calling for trade with Muggles. They are, how‐
ever, looking to claim part of the wealth.
They are, in short, nascent mercantilists. The
rise of a merchant class shook up the stagnation of
wealth, altered living patterns, and was the begin‐
ning of the end for bullionism. Once economic
participants start getting a taste for production‐
and trade‐based advancement, it is a short leap to
realizing that exportation is needed to allow
maximum profit and wealth accumulation. The
closed system has a finite amount of gold; a more
open system would allow more gold into the pa‐
rochial coffers.
If the wizards value Muggle money—and ar‐
guably, they must, for otherwise they would not ex‐
change good hard currency for paper pounds—they
will want to gain some of that money. Taking a step
back, wizards will need to start trade with Muggles
if they are experiencing class tensions, if they are
increasingly aware of “haves” versus “have nots,”
and if they have severe corporate economic stress.
Like, say, for example… a war.
Wars change economies. Power, wealth, and
populations shift. The tumult we’ve seen in Order
of the Phoenix and The Half‐Blood Prince is bound to
affect the wizard economic system. Let’s specu‐
late: What is likely to happen to the wizard world
in and after The Half‐Blood Prince? The good guys
will win the war; it is, after all, a series for hopeful
children and not for pessimistic adults. The mori‐
bund nobility will lose face, power, and wealth.
The Ministry of Magic will be gutted to rid corrup‐
tion, and make the government more transparent
and democratic.

exchange pounds for galleons, and Hagrid pro‐
cures Muggle cash for his trip with Harry. The
wizards live among the Muggles, so why is money
such a curiosity for them. They interact with the
world, how can they be so wide‐eyed about its
monetary system?
It’s not the monetary system in‐and‐of‐itself
that baffles wizards, it’s the economy. The British
Muggle economy can be assumed to be a tradi‐
tional, classic, Adam Smith “The Wealth Of Na‐
tions” economy. Wealth creation is a combination
of materials, labor, land, and technology, working
together to create profit. In the wizarding econ‐
omy, however, wealth doesn’t have to do with
factors of production, it has to do with the amount
of gold in your Gringott’s vault.
Though money is taken from a wizard’s vault
to be paid to a merchant, it is then (most likely)
put right back into a vault. Wealth and money are
a zero‐sum game. A finite amount of gold exists in
the system; as it moves from Vault A to Vault B,
wealth for Wizard A decreases as Wizard B’s in‐
creases. The closest historical model we have for
this sort of production‐blind economy is bullion‐
ism. Wealth is defined by how much gold bullion
you have. Bullionism is a pre‐industrialist system,
but the wizards are pre‐industrial. The system is
only stable so long as there are no new sources of
wealth. In our world—and, presumably, the world
of the Muggles—this instability came when Spain
and other empires started colonizing resource‐rich
lands, and mining new “money.”
With that in mind, one might be tempted to
think that a bullionist system will work perfectly
well in the long term for wizards. Wizards aren’t
miners. Wizards aren’t colonizers. However, wiz‐
ards do find ways to add wealth to their system.
Bill Weasley works for Gringotts, in Egypt. He’s a
curse‐breaker, and is very familiar with ancient
tombs. His is not a research position—he states
“no one at the bank gives a damn how I dress as
long as I bring home plenty of treasure.” (Goblet of
Fire, pg. 59) Tomb‐raiding, then, is a source of
wealth creation. How else can the wizards add to
their corporate or individual wealth? Other than
making gold out of thin air (or out of lead—
alchemy is potentially a vital issue in the wizard
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the wizard world, and that change will be re‐
flected in the wizard economic system.

Yes, democracy is in the air. And, what hap‐
pens to economies when political systems become
more democratic? Classical, Adam Smith (or post‐
Adam Smith) economies nudge their way in. Capi‐
talism—or Marxism, but Rowling’s characters lack
Marxist sensibilities—is around the corner, and
with it, open trade with the Muggles.
The bullionist backbone of the wizarding
world is cracking. More and more, the wizards
have to work with Muggles. More and more, the
wizard world is being revealed. It is merely a mat‐
ter of time before serious societal change reshapes

In the 7th grade, Wendy Green told her friend Scott to
pick her Confirmation Name—Veronica or Felicity. Since
Scott didn’t believe Archie Andrews was ever a target of
affection, he went with Felicity. Nearly 20 years later,
there was a hot show on the WB of the same name, so he
must have been spot on. Wendy Alicia Felicity Green
Stengel now resides in Washington DC, where she spends
her time ruing the day she ever let someone else decide
something for her. Even if it was a nice name.

DVD Review: The X-Files Mythology, Vol. 3: Colonization
By Edna Stumpf
was followed by Black Oil, referring to the icky and
intrusive form taken by an ancient alien virus. Now
we have Colonization, which is all about the aliens
who want to wipe us out and the aliens who, with‐
out particularly caring about us, want to stop them.
New behind‐the‐scenes commentaries are pro‐
vided—two per disc—and there’s a slick little fold‐
out timeline that we are assured is collectable.
I’m told that most DVD reviews mention dis‐
appointing commentaries. Same here, and it’s not a
surprise. The 1013 stalwarts who hung around for
X’s mediocre finish were of course yes‐men; they
would have been fools not to be. They—Kim Man‐
ners, John Shiban and Frank Spotnitz by name, and
the Philes know them well—offer familiar patter
about long work‐weeks, two‐wall sets and big, ex‐
pensive shots of fake spaceships. Executive Pro‐
ducer Chris Carter shows up briefly to explain his
notoriously tortuous timeline (this is impossible;
intensely focused fans have tried for years) and I
can report that he’s looking great, with his silver
hair in a streamlined cut that comes as a big relief
after the mullet.
The most pointless but somehow most poignant
conversation is provided by Manners and Robert Pat‐
rick, who as we all know—we do, don’t we?—was the
actor called in after the Duchovny exit “not to replace
Mulder” as Agent John Doggett. He burbles his way
pleasantly through a viewing of “Within” (with its

Fox Television’s network‐building series The X‐
Files, which premiered in 1993, has been out of pro‐
duction for almost four years. It was the surprise suc‐
cess of its decade, a yeasty amalgam of science fiction,
ghost‐busting, crime‐fighting, conspiracy theory and
imperfectly sublimated sex. It has long since com‐
pleted the de rigueur merchandising odyssey of the
hit—t‐shirt, episode guide, commercial video, DVD—
aided and to a certain extent upstaged by extensive
on‐line commentary and chat.
Believe it or not, the hard‐core X‐Philes who pro‐
moted and criticized the object of their shared obses‐
sion via computer are still around. They argue, post
amateur X‐themed fanfic and presumably still have
money to spend.
You wouldn’t think there would be anything left
to spend it on. My own almost complete set of ex‐
pensive DVDs is lined up next to the cookbooks, and
I periodically wipe greasy fried‐food residue from
their elegant jackets. (I say “almost” because the
hardest of the hard‐core Philes know better than to
mess with final seasons eight and nine, when
things—echoing the words of sub‐archvillain Alex
Krycek—all went to hell.)
Having already issued chronologically all 201
episodes of the long and lucky run of the show,
Twentieth Century Fox is now re‐issuing them
clumped into four‐disc sets and named for the major
plot strands of the series. Abduction came first and
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sequel “Without” the only representatives of Season
thanks, which would in many cases sound like Tom
Eight.) He leans heavily on the adjectives “cool” and
Servo and Crew T. Robot pointing out with gallows‐
“great” as he compliments all concerned and tells
humor gusto the glitches Chris Carter stonewalls.
how much he respected his set‐mates.
I don’t know what Twentieth Century Fox plans
Oddly enough, we catch some of his uncritical
to call their fifth culling of X‐episodes [Editor’s Note:
nostalgia: this two‐parter with its mournful, passion‐
The fourth volume, Super Soldiers, is already in stores],
ate Scully and its high‐energy hunt for an absent hero
but I know what might sell: “The Ship,” referring not
to interplanetary transportation but to the implosive
(Mulder has been abducted by aliens; we all know
chemical reaction that suspended David Duchovny as
this, right?) was maybe the last time Philes believed
their show might come to a triumphant and coherent
Agent Mulder and Gillian Anderson as Agent Scully
conclusion. Scully was pregnant and
in a mysterious medium of sexual
we sincerely wished that Mulder
tension. The yes‐men at 1013
would thwart the off‐planet menace,
mocked romance‐minded fans
and kept embroidering conspira‐
offer Doggett a friendly farewell hand‐
cies without hearing the engine of
shake and sweep his partner off to the
the (relation)ship that abducted
nearest wedding chapel. Instead, Scully
their audience and royally
remained pregnant for something like
screwed up their end‐game. I
fourteen months (we were reading the
time‐stamps) before putting the kid up
know more than one Phile who
for adoption, and Mulder was killed off
might spring for an attentive de‐
and resurrected after rotting in his cof‐
tailing and explication of Scully’s
Mulder‐fixed, wet‐eyed gaze or
fin for three months, thus considerably
Mulder’s frequent chaste touch
de‐eroticizing the romantic payoff. (If
DVD Release Date: Sept., 2005
on Scully’s lower back, just where
you don’t know about this already,
Starring: David Duchovny,
Gillian Anderson, Robert Patrick
she once got her rebellious tattoo.
please don’t ask. I’ve suffered enough.)
& Annabeth Gish
And a clued‐in Duchovny com‐
And poor Robert Patrick and his col‐
Directors: Gillian Anderson &
mentary would really rally the
league Annabeth Gish, unobjectionable
Cliff Bole
Rated: TV-PG
actors both, were made redundant after
troops, but he doesn’t do that
Studio: 20th Century Fox
two years in a show they never could
anymore. That is, he never did.
Special Features: 16 episodes
have made theirs. The writers didn’t
But we all knew he was clued‐in.
from seasons 5-8 on four discs;
Ah, well. The stories in this
support it and the Philes wouldn’t
commentary by Chris Carter on
“The
Red
and
the
Black”
epiproduct are generally strong, the
permit it.
sode; commentary by Frank
photography
is lush, the music is
All this is of course ancient history,
Spotnitz on “One Son;” comexpertly
atmospheric
and all the
and getting more ancient every market‐
mentary by producer Kim Manners
on
“Closure;”
commentary
actors do their damnedest. (It’s a
ing cycle. (Even rumors of a second X‐
by Kim Manners and Robert
common opinion that Anderson
Files film, which once swarmed like
Patrick on “Within;” Chris
bees, seem to have buzzed off to obliv‐
was the best of the lot. She’ll be
Carter’s all-new “Threads of
Mythology” documentary; myion.) Just trying to explain the peculiar
debuting this month in the BBC
thology timeline
Bleak House. Thanks to an ado‐
power of the phenomenon as one is
lescence spent in London, she
trapped inside one weird plot Mobius
does a credible British accent.) As I re‐watched, I re‐
strip after another is futile. Who would be susceptible
alized again how unique this series was, what a uni‐
to these hours of murky, high‐concept drama apart
corn in the garden, and how impossible it would be
from those who are already terminally infected as
though by Black Oil. Most Philes already have their
to predict and reproduce such a craze. God knows
they’ve tried. They can’t, which is why they’re still
DVDs. For poverty‐stricken students still amazingly
hoping you’ll pay for the original experience.
joining the ranks, there are reruns on a variety of
But we all know that, don’t we?
channels. They can do their own commentaries,
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Book Review: Thinner Than Thou, by Kit Reed
By Jessica Darago
and vanity is clear. What gradually comes to light
When I was home over the Christmas holiday,
is that each is less the captain of her own fate than
a certain relative spotted my copy of Kit Reed’s
a cog in the machine designed to pleasure one
Thinner Than Thou. “Ooo!,” he said. “Is that a new
man: the Reverend Earl Sharpnack.
diet? Have you tried it? Does it work?”
If you had a similar reaction to the title, this
It seems to be the rule of this subgenre that,
novel won’t seem much like science fiction to you.
while utopia can arise from some act of collective
will, dystopia requires a villain at its heart. As The
Reed’s novel presents an America that has be‐
Matrix has its Architect, the Borg Collective its
come a dieter’s dystopia, where physical perfec‐
Queen, and Las Vegas its Randall Flagg, Reed’s
tion is the central preoccupation of public life.
America has the Reverend Earl, high priest of
Here junk food, gyms, and cosmetic surgery are
sold side‐by‐side in strip malls. Here “the body is
“The Afterfat.” He appears at first as a cross be‐
a temple” is taken to literal extremes. Here sin and
tween Dr. Atkins and Dr. Phil, guiding the obese
toward “perfection” with the
repentance—gluttony and depriva‐
twin beacons of revival‐style
tion—follow each other in a never‐
confessions and dietary sup‐
ending cycle. Here the obese, even the
plements. Though on the surface
merely overweight, are looked upon
he seems a typical infomercial
with scorn, judgment, and a little—
guru, what lies beneath is enor‐
just a little—jealousy of their freedom
from the rules.
mous, sinister, and ultimately
And as I read over that descrip‐
deadly.
tion, sipping my unsweetened iced
These hidden depths do not
belong to the Reverend alone.
green tea and rubbing my ankle (sore
Throughout the novel, the im‐
from last night’s workout), I can’t say
age of an iceberg is evoked to
it sounds much like science fiction to
Thinner Than Thou
represent both bulk and (some‐
me either.
by Kid Reed
times dangerous) secrecy. The
It may take a few chapters for the
ISBN: 076531195X
Publisher: Tor Books;
common thread among all of
reader to realize just where Reed’s
New
York,
NY
Reed’s characters is that they are
world diverges from our own. We are
Release date: June, 2005
persons of depth living in a su‐
gradually introduced to the major
$13.95, 336 pages, trade paperback.
players in the ensemble: a pair of
perficial world. The depths are
twins whose sister has been “sent
what drive them, for good or for
away” because she got herself “in trouble;” the
ill, and it is through these depths—the secret
missing sister’s ex‐boyfriend, riddled with secret
shames, fears, and loves—that the novel tran‐
guilt; the sister herself, whose inner monologue
scends the cruelty of Swiftian satire and challenges
reveals to us—not too shockingly, given how the
us to examine our own feelings about weight,
title has prepared us—that her problem wasn’t
beauty, and self‐worth.
pregnancy but anorexia; the worried parents, who,
(And here, I pause and—guiltily—reach for
in the great tradition of dysfunction, seem more
the complementary bag of potato chips that came
concerned about how their daughter’s illness re‐
with my veggies‐and‐hummus sandwich. Such is
flects upon them than about the wellbeing of their
American life.)
daughter herself; and then, in what seems at first
Of course, we’d all, as adults, like to take a
like an unrelated plot, a grown man who has
saner‐than‐thou attitude toward these characters,
checked himself in to a fat farm. That what moti‐
no matter their size or ours. Perhaps this is why,
vates them all is the intersection of love, health,
among the book’s many shifting voices, the teen‐
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Depending upon the quality of your own rela‐
tionship with food, Reed’s novel will either strike
you as cleverly extrapolated or sadly familiar. Like
the best dystopias, it skirts the edges of the way
we live now and shows us how close we have al‐
ready come to madness.

aged characters sound the most authentic. Ano‐
rexic Annie, her obese doppelganger Kelly, and
love‐struck kid sister Betz are the most engaging
characters of the bunch, their adolescent tumults
pitch‐perfect and heartbreaking in their intensity.
We root for their victory not because of the Rever‐
end Earl’s villainy but because of their passion,
their determination to be true to themselves. (In
fact, if the book could be said to have any philoso‐
phical flaw, it is a bit too ready to glamorize ano‐
rexia and compulsive eating—both potentially
deadly in the real world—as forms of self‐
expression.)

Jessica Darago is a writer and editor who lives and
works in Northern Virginia. Her novella A Compel‐
ling Yarn was shortlisted for the 2005 3‐Day Novel
Competition, thus demonstrating her unhealthy pas‐
sion for deadlines.

Exploring DC Comics’s Infinite Crisis
by Hawk
was easily defeated by the JLA’s teen sidekick’s,
The Teen Titans) changed, and what lengths the
heroes will go to protect the ones that they love.
Identity Crisis was an interesting read, with
enough twists that if one has not read any of
Meltzer’s previous works the ending was not
fully obvious. While the ending might not have
been obvious, it was controversial due to the
nature of the character changes that were made
to a number of long‐time DC characters.
Identity Crisis led almost immediately into 4
different mini‐series, Villains United, The OMAC
Project, Rann‐Thanagar War, and Day of Vengeance.
Each of these mini‐series took a different aspect of
the DC Universe and began making universe‐
spanning changes, which all led into Infinite Crisis,
of which we have currently only seen 4 of the 6
issues. Infinite Crisis will lead into a concept called
“One Year Later” that will see a jump in time in
DC’s books to one year in the future, with no im‐
mediate explanations of the incidents and changes
that happened during that time.
Unlike Crisis on Infinite Earths, Infinite Crisis is
not a cleansing of the slates, a rewriting, revamp‐
ing, or straight out destruction of old stories to
make the DC universe make more sense. Infinite
Crisis, instead, takes the events of Crisis and
evolves the story more. While most of the DC uni‐
verse does not recall that a Crisis ever occurred, a

“Hi, my name is Hawk and… I’m a comic book fan.”
“Hi Hawk!”
While there is actually no support group out
there for us comic book fans, we can certainly
use one to help us overcome our overwhelming
need to retrieve our weekly crack addiction at
our local comic store. When there is no store
nearby due to travel or other circumstances we
plot how to ensure our comic stores will hold
the issues we must have from that week. In the
midst of a move a few years ago, one of the most
important aspects of my move was finding a
new friendly neighborhood comic store. Comic
fans can discuss backwards and forwards (for
the most case) of details such as the origins of
Hawkman, the reasons behind the Scarlett
Witch’s neurotic breakdown, and can tell at a
glance what era of Batman any given story is
from. This is the audience that DC is entrapping
with their current company wide crossovers,
mini‐series, and character changes.
Starting in 2005, DC Comics began a com‐
pany‐wide change to their continuity and how
their universe interacted within itself. Brad
Meltzer’s Identity Crisis was the beginning of the
change, where we discovered why the person‐
alities of certain villains such as Dr Light (origi‐
nally a credible JLA villain, later a villain that
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any sense until you read Infinite Crisis #4. While it
is gratifying to be able to go back through a book
and see how a plotline had been subtly weaved
through it; you can not publish a mini‐series and
expect anyone to care about it if too much back‐
ground is needed. Infinite Crisis #4 might cause
one to go “That makes so much more sense now!”;
however, the mini‐series itself needs enough cohe‐
sion that people want to read it in the first place.
Unlike the first four mini‐series, which were
more hit or miss, Infinite Crisis itself is turning out
to be a more interesting read. Plotline elements
that were started in core books such as JLA are
being addressed in this mini‐series, such as what
caused the JLA watchtower on the moon to ex‐
plode, did the Martian Man‐
hunter survive, and why is
Power Girl seeing things no one
else does. The writing by Geoff
Johns has been, on the whole,
strong with very good charac‐
terization of the characters. He
has been building up the tension
within the series itself, with each
issue slowly revealing what has
truly been occurring in the DC
universe. While this writer
greatly enjoys reading the re‐
building of the camaraderie be‐
tween the characters of Batman
and Nightwing; I am equally dis‐
appointed in the fact that – while
no character is truly safe at the
moment – there are no life‐altering actions being
taken with any more of the main DC characters.
While there have been more hero deaths in the
mini‐series, none of these characters are main‐
stream enough that anyone but true comic fans
would recognize who they are. How much impact
does a death really have if you can’t even name
who it is that died?
On the whole, Infinite Crisis, its preludes, and
its follow‐ups are not for the random person off
the street. This is not another Crisis on Infinite
Earths that is designed to bring new readers into
the books. If you have no concept of DC continuity
and history, much of what happens will have no

handful does remember. DC is taking some of
these characters and weaving a new story that
moves the DC universe into the next century. By
using elements that they laid back in the mid‐‘80s,
they are updating their universe now. Everything
one knows about the comic universe can change.
Bruce Wayne is Batman? Maybe. Ted Kord is the
Blue Beetle? Not anymore. Firestorm can control
his powers? Not the new one.
Not all of these mini‐series work well. One prob‐
lem about creating a company wide change is that
you can’t have your best writers on all of the books.
While Villians United was, on the whole, inspiringly
disturbing with the writing of Gail Simone, Rann‐
Thanagar War, penned by Dave Gibbons, fell flat.
Rann‐Thanagar War had too many
confusing elements drawn into one
book, with a high level of back‐
ground (that few casual readers
would have) needed to understand
the history of what was happen‐
ing. OMAC Project, penned by
Greg Rucka, started out very
strong; however, it started to fall
flat in the second half of the 6‐issue
mini. While Greg Rucka’s charac‐
terization is very strong, it’s hard
to fully enjoy a comic that—if you
know the backgrounds of the char‐
acters—you can predict where the
comic is going to go.
A new reader might enjoy
the mini‐series more due to the
lack of background knowledge of some characters;
however, characters like Sasha Bordeaux and Max
Lord only become somewhat interesting if one
understand their roles in the DC universe. Addi‐
tionally, it was not a self‐contained mini‐series, as
one needed to read issues of both Wonder Woman
and Superman to fully understand what was occur‐
ring. While tying back to core books makes busi‐
ness sense for DC, it is aggravating as a reader to
need to find random issues of other DC titles to be
able to understand what is happening in a sup‐
posedly self‐contained mini‐series.
Causing even more confusion is the fact that
Rann‐Thangar War does not even seem to make
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how what has been affects what is and what will
be, you should at least be reading Identity Crisis
and Infinite Crisis. You might not enjoy all that
occurs, but it will at least keep you intrigued.

meaning for you. If you took a random person off
the street and asked them to tell you about Bat‐
man, they are not going to discuss how there have
been five Robin’s, with the third Robin also being
the fifth, and how the first Robin actually… To the
average person, Dick Grayson is Robin, Batman is
Bruce Wayne, and the Joker is the main—if not the
only—villain that Batman & Robin face. However,
if you love continuity, if you enjoy seeing plotlines
unfold over months at a time, and enjoy seeing

Hawk lives in California with her boyfriend where
she spends almost too much of her time reading comics.
When not fulfilling her addiction, she can be found
reading books, hiking, or doing non‐computer gaming.

DVD Review: Man with the Screaming Brain
By Christopher J. Garcia
In what may well be remembered as my worst
pun, there’s no better way to put it: I’m of two
minds on Man with the Screaming Brain. The first is
the serious film festival attendee (“Film Snob”)
who will travel a hundred miles to see that new
Bela Tar movie that’s showing on a single screen
in the US. The other I call “B‐Movie Guy,” who
loves nothing more than cheesy creature feature
films and the works of Ed Wood, John Waters, and
William Castle. Typically, it’s easy to rectify these
minds, but in Man with the Screaming Brain, it’s
almost too difficult to do.
The basic premise is so simple, it could have
been made in the 1950s. A jerk of an American
businessman comes to Bulgaria to make some
money off of public works projects that the com‐
munists left half‐finished, but he ends up being
murdered. Then a scientist and his assistant end
up putting his brain and the brain of a taxi driver
into his body. If this sounds familiar, that’s be‐
cause there are no less than three movies I can

think of that have used two people in one body
to some degree (including The Man with Two
Heads, All of Me and The Man with Two Brains)
and the story doesn’t get much better from the
somewhat tired formula.
There are things to like in the film. Ted
Raimi plays the bumbling Bulgarian scientist’s
assistant, and the scientist is played by Stacey
Keach, and it’s always good to see those two
getting work, even if this is less than their best
work. Bruce Campbell, who wrote and directed
the film, is steady, though he’s suppressing a bit
of his Evil Dead character Ash, which comes out
in a barroom brawl scene. The cinematography,
while far from Peter Denning, is solid.
The real issues are ones of pacing and tone.
The trouble is the story sets up fast enough, but
the ending drags, and worse, the middle is a new
type of boring but sorely missing on delivering
what seems to be promised. When one of the main
characters in the last part of the film is a woman

DVD Release Date: October, 2005
Starring: Bruce Campbell, Ted
Raimi, Antoinette Byron, Tamara
Gorski, Remington Franklin &
Stacy Keach
Director: Bruce Campbell
Screenwriters: Bruce Campbell,
David M. Goodman & Sam Raimi
Rated: Not Rated
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Studio: Anchor Bay
Special Features: Commentary by
Bruce Campbell and Producer David
Goodman; “Brain Surgeons, Making
The Screaming Brain” featurette;
trailer and behind-the-scenes footage;
Bruce Campbell bio; story board and
comic book gallery
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has to be Neurology 101, a segment so completely
falsely named that it should be stricken from the
record. It’s all about the struggles to get funding
from the film over the years. It’s basically Bruce
Campbell and his producer going over the guys
who turned them down, telling stories of the
worst go‐sees and making fun of all the people
who jerked them around. The twenty year time‐
line is great and written on a chalkboard. It’s such
a simple thing but it works.
I’m willing to bet that all fans of Bruce
Campbell will find something to like about Man
with the Screaming Brain, but I’m also willing to
bet the less hardcore of them will be disap‐
pointed in the product, and the hardest core of
them will be disappointed that it’s not an Evil
Dead‐type film, but instead its more of an hom‐
age to classic 1950s B‐movies, only without the
heart that made those great.

doing the robot through the streets of Gypsytown,
you know there are issues.
The tone problem is a function of where they
got their funding. Since about half the money
came from the Sci‐Fi Channel, they pulled back
and did almost no gore. In fact, with only twos‐
mall exceptions, there’s little in the way of gross
make‐up effects. Film Snob: that’s good, a film
shouldn’t rely on effects to disturb the audience.
B‐Movie Guy: Where’re the buckets of blood? The
whole thing feels like they were walking a tight‐
rope, but instead of being edgy, or simply making
a version for release just on the DVD, they chose
to keep it watered down, and it hurts the already
weakened film.
The DVD extras are pretty good. Commentary
is solid, as is the comic book art gallery. The two
featurettes are the best things on the DVD. The
first is just about the making of the film and fea‐
tures Campbell talking about the twenty‐year
journey and how it changed from a story about a
business man in East LA to Bulgaria (here’s a hint:
money) and there are shots from behind the
scenes. It’s a pretty well done piece. The highlight

Christopher J. Garcia edits The Drink Tank on
eFanzines.com and is a writer, filmmaker and historian
from San Jose, CA. He has had work appear a bunch of
places a bunch of times and he is damn proud of it.

Book Review: Robots, edited by Jack Dann & Gardner Dozois
By Matthew Appleton
feeling their pull in one fashion or another. Still, the
internal dialogue that takes part in much of genre
continues and new writers will always find some‐
thing new to say using these artificial lifeforms.
For the most part, Jack Dann’s and Gardner
Dozois’s Robots shows the continued evolution of
these creations in the post‐Asimov era. With the
exception of one story, Howard Waldrop’s “Heirs
of the Perisphere,” every story in this collection
was published after 1990. It’s an impressive group
of tales—over half the stories in the anthology
were Hugo, Nebula, Locus or British Science Fic‐
tion finalists for a short fiction award, and it’s not
too surprising that a large number of them have
also appeared in Dozois’s Year’s Best series.
The collection starts with a nice little introduc‐
tion by Dozois that gives a brief history of robots
within the genre. Along the way, he touches upon

For most of the latter half of the 20th century it
seemed as if Isaac Asimov had cornered the mar‐
ket on writing about robots. By the time Star Trek:
The Next Generation took to the airwaves, the writ‐
ers of the show felt it necessary to actually state
that Data was the successful realization of Asi‐
mov’s vision of a positronic brain. True, other au‐
thors were writing stories about them and their
android brethren, but with a few notable excep‐
tions (such as Philip K. Dick’s Do Androids Dream
of Electric Sheep?) Asimov’s work overshadowed
much of it.
Asimov’s passing in 1992 provided the genre
an opportunity to fully pass out of his shadow.
That’s not to say his work won’t continue to influ‐
ence other writers—his Three Laws are so important
to the development of the science fiction that it’s
next to impossible to write a robot story without
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wish. Toward the end of the story, the give him
the fact that in the real world designing a func‐
tioning humanoid robot has proved “surprisingly
the name Australopithicus [sic] Robotus, a play on
difficult,” and is the chief reason why we didn’t
the scientific name for a species contemporaneous
have androids in our homes by 1970, as Heinlein
with early humans, Australopithecus robustus. It’s a
postulated in The Door to Summer. In fact, here we
wonderful commentary on both the function
are in 2006 and we still lack a robot that mimics
Sammy served and what he aspired to be.
Sammy isn’t the only such robot in this collec‐
the human form and its function. However, that
tion. In “Itsy Bitsy Spider,” James Patrick Kelly
still doesn’t lessen the hold such creations have on
our collective imagination.
introduces us to Peter Fancy, an elderly former
For the most part, the robots in this collection
actor living in a retirement community, his es‐
are androids and not just intelligent, self‐aware
tranged adult daughter Jennifer, and the robot
machines. Not surprisingly, many of them also
who cares for him in his home. Just as most sci‐
seem to obey Asimovian laws concerning their
ence fiction set in the future is really about the pre‐
sent, this story isn’t about the robot so much as it’s
behavior—it’s as if there’s still consensus in the
about how the relationship be‐
field that such programming
tween parent and child changes as
would be necessary for their accep‐
they both grow older, and the need
tance. However, as we see in Gene
of the child to better understand
Wolfe’s “Counting Cats in Zanzi‐
her parent as she gets older.
bar,” even that might not be
There’s also some wonderful com‐
enough. Willing to stand this con‐
mentary on the way we use nostal‐
sensus on its head, Wolfe’s story is
a wonderful example of how
gia to reconnect with our younger
someone who so thoroughly de‐
selves—Peter’s retirement com‐
tests androids would do anything
munity is called Strawberry Fields
to undermine the public’s accep‐
and he lives on Blue Jay Way. By
tance of them and how one would
the end of the story, we discover
twist those programmed restraints
that the robot, which was made to
Robots
to their ends. Buried in the subtext
look and act like Jen as a little girl,
edited by Jack Dann &
is the idea that it doesn’t matter
loves Peter in a way that Jennifer
Gardner Dozois
ISBN: 044101321X
what engineers do, the notion of
never did and that she wishes to
Publisher: Ace Books;
make Peter’s last years as comfort‐
creating Asimovian robots is as
New York, NY
able as possible. That love may just
productive as performing the title
Release date: Sept., 2005
be an extension of her program‐
of the story.
$6.99, 305 pages, paperback.
ming to care for him, but it’s also
Yet, Wolfe is in the minority as
touching enough to give Jennifer reason to try to
many of the stories seem to accept that humans
reconnect with her father and better understand
and androids will cohabitate peacefully. In fact, a
theme a couple of the stories in the collection
him.
Nostalgia and the affection for our parental
touch upon is the love that the humans feel for
figures also plays a role in Geoff Ryman’s
their robots and the desire of the robots to return
“Warmth.” The story centers upon Clancy, whose
the affection. In “Robots Don’t Cry,” a couple
mother purchases a nanny‐type robot, BETsi, to
scavengers in a post‐human future come across
care for him at home while she is busy climbing
Sammy, a robot on one of the many failed human
the social ladder and running a huge company.
colonies scattered in the galaxy. After restoring it,
they discover that it wishes to do nothing more
Almost immediately, BETsi provides Clancy with
than cry for its owner, who passed away centuries
his only real source of love and affection, and he
earlier. In an effort to convince the robot to leave
understandably becomes attached to her. When
the planet with them, they attempt to grant its
his mother sells her while he’s off at college he
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attempts to find her, only to find that her memory has
been wiped of all their time together and that she has no
recollection of him at all. Looking at her new charge,
Clancy makes sure this sort of thing will never happen to
BETsi again. Later, when his child is born, Clancy knows
exactly what his first purchase for his son must be.
For all the love and nostalgia though, a huge theme
covered by the stores in this collection is the post‐human
future. In addition to the previously mentioned, “Robots
Don’t Cry,” Howard Waldrop’s “London, Paris, Banana,”
Benjamin Rosenbaum’s “Droplet,” and Waldrop’s “Heirs
of the Perisphere” all feature robots surviving and defin‐
ing themselves in an apparently humanless future. All
three stories deal with the theme in a different fashion, but
in “Heirs of the Perisphere” Waldrop relies on a rather
interesting trick of styling the robots in the story upon a
few rather well‐known animated, American pop‐culture
icons. By doing so, he taps into the reader’s own percep‐
tions of the characters so as to bring them to life much
more quickly.
However, the most affecting story in the collection ac‐
tually has little to do with the robots themselves. In fact, the
robots in Alex Irvine’s “Jimmy Guang’s House of Glad‐
mech” are specialized industrial models that are re‐fitted to
take part in gladiator‐style battles in a 2,000‐seat arena and
are otherwise props in the story. Instead, the story is about
Jimmy Guang, the proprietor of the arena and his efforts to
make a living in a war‐torn portion of central Asia where
Russians and various Islamic militias (including a few
backed by the Chinese) continue to fight over the same bat‐
tle‐scarred countryside. Guang’s arena provides a placid,
neutral oasis where everyone (regardless of politi‐
cal/religious/military affiliation) can go and have a good
time in the middle of this death and destruction. However,
his growing love for a local woman who was brutalized by
Russian soldier—in particular, one who works for him—
causes him to risk everything to restore her honor. It’s a
moving tale that shows there’s little difference between per‐
sonal vengeance and large‐scale destruction.
The fact of the matter is that just about any Dozois‐
edited anthology is well worth the money. His status as
one of the genre’s leading editors is well‐earned and Ro‐
bots is a prime example of his talents. This collection of 12
tales provides a wonderful look at the new paths trod in
the post‐Asimov era by some of the genre’s best writers.
Despite some obvious influences, these are not the robots
he was writing about… and that’s how it should be.
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Editorial: Where the Money Is
As is their annual habit, Amazon came
out with their “best of 2005” lists at the beginning of November. If they were serious about
putting together an honest year’s best list,
they would wait until January, 2006, but that
wouldn’t work for one reason: they need
something to help drive their holiday sales.
To be fair, from what I’ve gathered it’s a
good stab at what are the year’s best books
in sf&f, but I can’t speak too authoritatively on
the matter since I didn’t read half as many of
the 2005 releases as I would’ve liked. However, the thing that bothers me about Amazon’s list is that it only covers 10 months out
of the year—it’s the equivalent of picking Major League Baseball MVPs at the beginning of
September or the NFL MVP a week into December. Even worse, based on their track
record thus far, Amazon will make no provision to include this year’s November and December releases in next year’s lists. Using
that logic, nothing released in those two
months is ever worth noting—especially since
very few people include 11-12 month-old
books on their holiday wish lists.
Sadly, it doesn’t have to be that way. Although admittedly it didn’t include any November or December releases, Barnes and
Noble didn’t (to the best of my knowledge
anyway) release their top ten sf&f novels of
2005 until the beginning of January. I don’t
know if this is out of some sort of corporate
altruism or if they haven’t realized the marketing value of issuing their list two months before the end of the year. Nonetheless, as the
leading online book retailer, Amazon holds no
small power over the fortunes of many authors. But as a publicly-held company, they
need to do everything they can to increase
their profits. Unfortunately, good authors suffer when corporations make their decisions
solely on where the money is.
It was that rationale which caused the
Sci Fi Channel to discontinue their SCI FICTION website at the end of the year. From a
business standpoint, it was purely the right
thing to do. The site had lost money during
its six years of operation, and the fact that it
won the Hugo Award in 2005 for Best Web
Site wasn’t going to change its future earnings outlook. Like many other fans of short
fiction, I found the decision disconcerting.
However, I didn’t view it in quite the light that
I did when Science Fiction Age ceased
(continued on next page)
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Letter of Comment
Thanks for making Some Fantastic #6 available on
the web.
I actually found it via Bill Burns’ eFanzines website.
I enjoyed Wendy Stengel’s article, “Intimacy & Sex
on Deep Space Nine.” It’s interesting that she notes that

the rules of “reassociation,” although mentioned in the
series as an absolute taboo, seem to be pretty much
ignored by Dax and his symbionts. But then, this is fairly
typical of Star Trek, where characters seem to have a
fairly light regard for any kind of “unbreakable” rule. For
instance, it’s usually a good rule of thumb that whenever
anyone mentions the Prime Directive in any incarnation
of Star Trek (or it’s logical extension, the Temporal
Prime Directive, which first appeared in Star Trek: Voyager but was referred to in the DS9 episode “Trials and
Tribble-ations”) it’s usually a sign that it’s about to be
broken.
I guess you could say that, from a dramatic point of
view, the taboo against “reassociation” can be best explored by breaking it, as with the Prime Directive. Or
maybe it’s just that Gene Roddenberry and the ST writers had a natural affinity for rule-breakers and found
them interesting to write about.
Looking forward to the next issue.

Editorial
(continued from page 27)

publication in May, 2000 even though it was still making money.
The bigger problem is one that already been discussed to death—the circulation decline in the short
fiction markets. I, for one, have tried with sporadic
success over the past few years to at least do what I
can to support the pulps. However, I now find myself
with over two dozen unread back issues of F&SF and
Asimov’s on my bookshelves, and given all the demands on my resources I cannot justify personally
buying any more issues until I’ve managed to decrease the stack I already own. Once again, it boils
down to how to best manage the money.
Another factor is the increased number of options available for sci-fi and sf fans. A quick scan of
Gardner Dozois’s intros to his Year’s Best series
over the past 22 years shows just how much the
number of new books per year has increased. Factor in the availability of hundreds of cable channels,
the relative ease with which one can now purchase
movies and complete seasons of television programs, and changes in the way music is distributed
and its easy to see that the pulps just have more to
contend with in gaining one’s entertainment dollar.
It’s not just sf/sci-fi—throughout the entire entertainment industry the increase in options for the consumer has meant an increasingly fragmented market where even the blockbusters don’t get the business they did 20 years ago.
I do believe that the short fiction markets will continue to survive, in one fashion or another. In fact, it’s
too early to become worried about their prognosis just
yet. The fact is that we are in the middle of a series of
major technological changes that will affect every
aspect of how we receive and view or listen to our
entertainment. Whether it’s the latest Hugo-winning
short story or the most recent special effects extravaganza, chances are that the channels of distribution
and “ownership” will vastly differ 40 years from now.
Despite the worrying trends, the fact is that sf’s
short fiction market has thrived for much longer than
just about any other short fiction market. This should
act as a source for some comfort and for hope that it
will continue to find a way to do so in the future.

Peter Sullivan
Sunderland, England
peter@burdonvale.co.uk
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